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CONTINENTAL REGULATIONS FOR THE 
TRANSPORT OF SICK AND WOUNDED BY RAIL. 
BJ* Stirpon-Capfain C. I% iVEL TTLLE, .4.MS. 
INTRODUCTIOS. 
T H E  carriage of sick and wounded men by rail is a question the 
importance of which, to the military n o  less than to the medical oficer, 
cannot be over-estimated. On the Continent the qrrangements for the 
systematic removal by these means of disabled men froni the front to 
the basc of an army in the field are esccssivcly elaborate; fully- 
equipped hospital trains being kept in readiness in time of peace, stores 
for the rapid improvisation' of otlicrs being accumulated iq the mobilisa- 
tion depcts, and instructions issued whereby ordinary trains may without 
further alteration be utilised for the transport of cases whose condition is 
not such as to demand special accommodation, or whose removal is a 
matter of such urgency as not to pcrmit of thc delay necessary for the 
provision of the same. The  question does not appear to have received 
the same amount of attention in our own Service, whether at home or in 
India; and from my experience but little is known in our Army of thc 
principles which regulate the formation and, working of Hospital Trains 
outside the somcivliat limited circle of staff and othcr specialist officers, 
whose work has brought them into immediate contact with the subject. 
It has appeared to me, thcreford, that a short consideration and com- 
parison of the Regulations for the Transport of Sick and Wounded by 
Rail, as laid down in four of the leading Continental Armies (viz., the 
German, French, Austrian, and Italian) might not be without interest 
and perhaps instruction. 
1 have followed the classification of Hospital Trains used in the 
French Service as far as the names of the three classes go, viz., Perma- 
nent Hospital Trains, Improvised Hospital Trains, and Ordinary Trains. 
PERMAXEKT HOSPITAL TRAINS. 
Synonyms.-German : Lazareth-Ziige. French : Tr+s Satiifaires 
Pzrmaneri fs .  Austrian : Eisrti dahn - Sapr i f Z  fs-  Ziigr. It a1 ian : . Trttu' Ospedale. 
These trains are in all cases units of a permanent nature. They are 
composed of carriages specially built, or specially fitted up in a perma- 
nent manner for thc performance of special functions, eg., a s  kitchens, 
store-rooms, rooms for establishment, carriages for sick, ctc. These 
carriages are arranged in a definite order, which is not allowed to be 
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SICK AND WOUNDED n r  RAIL. 5131 
interfered with, exccpt under special circumstances. Permanent Hospital 
Trains are provided with a permanent establishment and equipment, and 
are intended for the transport of such cases only as demand not only 
Iying-do\m accommodation, but also riiorc or lrss constant attention. 
The  forniation and size of the trains differ in tlic different Services, 
and for purposes of ready comparison the details have been tabulated in 
Appendix A. Here it will suflice to state that the German trains consist 
of 41 carriages, of which 30 carry sick ; the French of 23, of which 16 
carry sick ; the Austrian of 10, of which 13 carry sick ; and the Italian of 
froip 19 to 14, of which 12 to 17 carry sick. The  carrying capacity of 
these trains is as follows :-German 300 sick, French l lS ,  Austrian 104, 
and Italian 200. T h e  size of the Italian carriages varies, but the number 
of sick carried is.  constant, hence the variation above noted in the 
number of the carriages. T h e  relative carrying power calculated in thc 
number of patients conveyed per axle in the entire train (esclusive of 
engine and tender) is for the German trail1 3%G, for the French 2-78, for 
the Austrian 2.74, and for the Italian 3.87, when large carriages are used 
(counting each sick carriage at 4 axles), with a slightly higher figure for 
small carriages, supposing these to possess only 2 axles each. I n  addition 
to the above regular trains. the trains of the SociCtL Franqaise and of 
the Aastro-Hungarian Knights of Malta may be mentioned ; the former 
made up of 26 carriages, of which 20 are for sick, and the latter of 16 
carriages, of which 10 are for sick. T h e  former carries 300 sick lying 
down or 500 sitting up, and the latter carries 100 lying down. All 
Hospital Trains are provided with t1;rough communication from .carriage 
to carriage ; in the ‘German and French trains the first and last carriages 
(baggage; etc.) are cut ’off from the rest ; in the Austrian the first waggon 
. only is thus separated ; in the Italian train, the communication is com- 
-pletc throughout. This communication is ensured by connecting bridges 
passing from the rear of one carriage to tho front of the carriage immedi- 
ately behind ; these bridges arc protected by removable railings in the 
German, Austrian, and Italian trqins. I n  sonic Italian carriages these 
railings are fixed, thereby causing much inconvenience during the 
entraining of sick. 
The  German trains are distinguished each by a number, and on 
both sides of each carriage, near the roof, a red cross on a white ground, 
13 to 15 inches square, is painted, and underneath this the designation 
and number of the train ; thus ‘ I  Lazareth-Zug No. .” In  addition 
each carriage bears, both in and out, a serial number from 1 to 30. 
I n  the French Service, each carriage bears the inscription “Train 
Sanitaire Permanent Xo. ,” and the Geneva Cross. T h e  carriages 
of the Austrian train are marked with the Geneva Cross above, and 
below with number of the train and the special designation of the 
carriage, e.g., “ Arzhvagen,” I‘ Krankenwagen,” ctc. These marks are 
placed on both sides of every carriage, except the goods \vaggon, the 
first carriage of the train. The Italian trains carry the Geneva Cross on 
q metal plate ; also the national flag and lanterns of neutrality, but neither 
. 
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562 COSTINENIXL REGULITIOSS FOR TIIE TRANSPORT OF 
flags nor lanterns are used csccpt when in prosiniity to the enemy, as 
being apt to be confused with railivay signals, and thus cause danger. 
The  sick carriages carry in the German Senpice 10 patients each; in 
the French Service, 8; (10 in the carriages of the Par i s -L~on-~l~di tc r ra l~~e  
Line) ; in the Austrian Service, 8;  in the Italian Service. a number varying 
with tlic size of the carriages, from 12 to 1s. 
'The class of carriage used is, as a rule, a baggage ivaggon, or a 
passenger carriage with no elaborate fittings; these fittings are removed 
or adapted, and tlic carriage fittccl up in a special manner, varying in the 
different Armies. 
. I n  the German trains ordinary 4th Class passenger carriages are used, 
which possess two-leaved doors at  both ends. Thc  stretchers used are 
the ordinary field-stretchers provided with niattresses and bedding. The 
lower three stretchers on one side of the carriage arc provided with side- 
pieces, which increase the brcadth of the bed thus fornicd by about 8 
inches, the total breadth with this addition being 2 feet 0 inches. These 
stretchers are arranged in two tiers, s i r  on one side and four on the other; 
the @ace. thus left cmpty on the latter side is filled by a stove, water 
barrel, occasional table, ctc. The stretchers are suspended by a spring- 
hook apparatus to hooks fixed in the walls and supporting pillars of the 
carriage. 
Above each berth is a netting on the roof or side wall for the reception 
of the niinor effects of the patient, ant1 straps arc also provided to assist 
patients to raise themselves in bed. Tlic carriages are provided with oil 
lamps, and a lantern is also allo\ved for every carriage. Ventilation is 
secured by inlets in the roof and louvretl openings in the side walls and 
doors. To each carriage five portable commodes arc alloivcd ; these may, 
if necessary, be kept, wlicn not in use, on the conimunication platforms, 
care being taken that they are securely fastcncd. The  doors of the 
carriage are curtained,. and .the passage do\vn the centre covered with 
cocoanut matting. In  the French Service special goods ivaggons are used, 
provided with sash windows; the springs and couplings are modifird to 
snit the more delicatc nature of the traffic for which they are'noiv to be'  
adapted. The  strctcher used is a special one called the ?if-brarrcard; 
it  is provided 1vith.a mattress and bedding, and is suspended from hooks 
on tlie ivalls ant1 supporiing pillars of the carriage. The  bed of the 
stretcher is fomictl of intern.ovcn webbing. Thc  stretchers arc arranged 
in two tiers, four at  each end of tlic carriage, the centre clear space being 
occupied by tlie stove, ctc. Lighting and ventilation are provided for by 
a lantern in tlie roof, and sash windows in the doors and sidc walls. 
Light at  night is furnished by an oil'lanip and a hand lantern. One 
comtnode is alloived per aaggon. 
.~ The  Austrians use ordinary baggage or goods waggons. Special 
stretcher beds ( l r q 4 e l f e i i )  arc used, and are provided with mattresses and 
pillows, which arc licpt rolled up until required for use. Two tiers of 
stretchers arc arran:etl in each carriage, the upper tier being suspcnclcd 
-by webbing straps to hooks fiaslened in the outer m l l  of o m  waggon, 
yith cushions SO arranged as to prevent jarring of the stretcher against the 
. 
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SICK AND WOUNDED RT RAIL. 503 
~vall. The  system is a modification of the Italian and Swiss system, which 
is described in detail when discussing the.improviscd Hospital Trains of 
the Italian Service. The l o w r  tier of stretchers rests immediately on 
the floor of the ivaggon. Lighting by windows and lamps, ventilation by 
door and windows, antl, if nccessxy, by special appliances. Warming 
ciisurctl by a s~ovc. One coninio.lc, opening throiigli floor of tlic ivaggon 
on to the tkack, is supplied ; also a receptacle for dirty linen, etc. 
Thc  sick cnrriagcs of Italian trains arc adapted from passenger 
carriages which have doors at  both ends at  least 31 inches in width, arc 
provided with tletachable railings to the communicating bridges (this 
condition. ;is wil l  be noted hereafter, is not al~vays adhered to), and 
possess sufficient means of ventilation. The strctcliers are arranged in 
two tiers on brackets which project froin vertical uprights ; tlie uprights 
arc firmly braced to the walls of the carriage. Each vertical upright 
supports two brackets, one at  a height of 4 feet G inches, tho other of one 
foot from tlic floor of the carriage. Each bracket projects to a distance. 
of 29 inclies froin the uprights, and is curved upwards a t  the termination ; 
it is thus long enough to support both handles at one end of the stretcher, 
whilst the turned-up cnd prevents the handles from bcing dislodged. 
The  stretcher used is a special one called the Z?~rrrlkr-C~tIimo, sisttmn Tosi. 
This consists of two pnlcs, cnch about, i  fcct G inches long, kept apart by 
iron traverses. I hcsc 'traverses arc not fastened directly to thc poles, 
but to arched iron supports, \vliich form not only feet, but head and foot 
rails to the stretch :r ; the polcs pass through rings in the arched supports. 
The bed of the stretcher is fornietl of a double layer of stout canvas, 
which passes round both poles, and is laced to the head and foot rails. 
The  length of the bed thus formed is a little over 0 fcet, ant1 its breadth 
about 2 feet ; the stretcher handles, formed by tlie 'ends of the poles, 
project about 0 inches be)-ontl the traverses, tliey are slightly knobbed at 
their extremities on the under-surfaccs ; this no doubt adds to the security 
of the stretcher when placed on brackets. T h e  uprights at  either end of 
a carriage should not be less than 1s inches from the wall, and the 
distance between one upright and tho next on thc same side must be 
rather over G feet G-inches. It follows that every bracket, escept those 011 
the uprights at the end of the carriage, must.support the foot end of one 
stretcher and the head end of another. Each beLl is provided with a 
mattress, bolster, and pillow. TI12 ordinary means of lighting are used, 
antl a hand lantcrn per carria=.: is also alloived. One commode is 
allowed for every carriage. 
The carriage for the medical officers of a train is in all Services 
specially fitted up for use as a sleeping carriage, or else a specially-built 
sleeping carriage is supplied. For the subordinate establishment the 
Germans provide two carriages ; the other Services one only. These are, 
a3 a rule, fitted up in a manner similar to the carriages for sick. It is not 
anticipated that this accommodation will be sufficient to provide for the 
entire establishnicnt ; those on duty mill sleep in the sick carriages, either 
on the floor, or in an empty berth, should one fie available ; others in tI;G 
kitchen, store, or dispensary waggons: 
,. 
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564 CONTINENTAL REGULATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
The kitchen ivaggon is very elaborately fitted up in all Services ; the 
plates in the Gerinan Field Medical Regulations (Kritgt-Snniln'ls- 
Ordmtng, 1878, 131. 111.) give one, perhaps, the best idea of the nature 
of these waggons. 
The importance of this waggon lies in the fact that the size of the 
train must b,g practically limited by its capabilities - in  the matter of 
furnishing hospital diets. The waggon is so highly specialised and SO 
expensive that it is obvious that the train must carry as many patients as 
can be dieted from one such waggon, but no more. To carry fewer would 
be false economy as wasting pon-er ; to carry inore is impossible, for it 
must be rcmembercd that the two main points in which a permanent 
Hospital Train presents a superiority over an improvised one are :-I. 
The through comniunicatioii from carriage to carriage. 2. The fact 
that the running and timing of the train need not be subordinated to the 
necessity for stopping to feed the patients. 
This last advantage would, of course, be lost at once if more patients 
than could be satisfactorily fed from the kitchen waggon were carried. 
The establishments of Hospital Trains, in the various Armies, are 
shown in Appendix I). 
The following particulars may be noted here :- 
The proportion of medical oflicers to patients in the German train 
is 1.3 per cent., in the French '15 per cent., in the Austrian and Italian 
about 2 per cent. The Italian carries in addition a director, who relieves 
the S.hl.0. of all administrative duties. As regards subordinate estab- 
lishment, the Germans allow only a little over 10 per 100 patients, while 
the other Armies allow about 20 for the same number. 
(The obvious fault in the German system would seem to be the short 
allowance of cooks ; one cook and an assistsnt seem barely sulficient 
to prepare diets for 300 patients as well as cooking the rations of the 
establishment. The Italians, with two-thirds the number of patients, 
have two cooks and two kitchen servants ; the Austrians two cooks for 
only 104 patients. Apart from this consideration, the alloivance of one 
attendant to  every 10 patients ought to be sufficient.) 
In Germany, those trains, for which materials have been collected in 
time of peace, are, on the outbreak of war, made up, mobilised and 
handed over to the P.BI.0. of the Field Force for distribution subse- 
quently amongst the various sections of the lines of communications. The 
rolling stock necessary for making up additional trains will bc got 
together on the reconmendation of the P.hI.0. with the sanction of the 
Inspector-General of Railways and Communications, by the Chief of 
Military Railways. The station of mobilisation mill be fixed by the War 
hlinistry, and the necessary equipment be furnished either directly by 
the same authority from Army Stores, or procurcd locally by the P.3I.O. 
and Intendance. Additional equipment may be procured if necessary 
from the railway management through the War Ministry. The  local 
intendant arranges for the provisioning of the train. 
In France the different railway companies are intrusted, in time of 
peace, with the duty of providing and taking care of the special fittings 
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SICK AND WOUNDED I3P RAIL, 565 
and furniture necessary for the adaptation of the various waggons, and 
the AIedical Department with the provision and storage of the pro- 
fessional equipment. The companies are bound to provide the trains, 
properly fitted out, at ten daj-s' notice, and the medical authorities to 
have their work complete in five. The fitting-up of the train \rill bc 
supervised by an Oficier d'Adtihistmfioi;, if.possible the same officer who 
will subsequently do duty with the train. Four reserCe waggons are 
provided with every train, and kept till wanted in the depBts in Paris. 
The Austrian Hospital Trains are niobilised at various railway stations 
where large workshops are available. ' Thc regulations draw a clear 
distinction between the technical and professional fitting-out of the train, 
tlic former being niore particularly the work of the railsay authorities, 
the latter that of the Medical Department. A medical o?;cer is told off 
as commandant to each train, and he superinteiids .and is personally 
responsible for the proper fulfilment of the latter duty. He takes the 
train over when complete, in which perforniance great care is particularly 
enjoined. 
The Hospital Trains of thc Italian Xrniy are yorked by the Aid 
Societics (the Italian Red Cross and the Sovereign fiIiIit@ry Order 
of 3Ialta). On mobilisation the hlinistry of \\'ar directs thc 'railway 
companies to collect the rolling stock nccessnry at certain named stations. 
The 'waggons are there stripped of seats, and all unnecessary internal 
fittings, and handed over to thc society for equipment. The society 
provides the entire equipment of the train, but is not alloivcd to varj UIC 
type of stretcher, or the method of suspension used, without the special 
sanction of the Ministry. The actual fitting-out of the train is superin-, 
tended by a delegate of the society, assisted by a military officer. 
In the German Army the. Committees for .Transport. of Sick and 
\?ounded indent on the P.lI.0. of the Field Force for the number of. 
Hospital Trains they require ; that oficer then, in consultation with the 
director of field railways, tells off the trains at his disposal to the various 
sections of the lines of communications, in compliancc with the abovc 
indents. Subsequently. to this, the trains run under the orders of the 
Military Railway Direction generally, and of the Line-Commandant 
locally. , Sick - transport committees . acquaint thc militar). railway 
authorities, from time to time, with their wants in the matter of railway 
transport, and are, in turn, kept informed by the latter of all changes in 
the general traffic arrangements. The S.AI.0. of the train, who is also 
its commandant, receives from the committee his orders as to where he is 
to entrain sick. 
In the French Service, the medicat officers in charge of evacuation 
.hospitals report daily to P.hI.O.'s the number of. patients awaiting 
removal. The local details of trallic management are arranged by the 
P.N.O., the Director of Communications, and the Railway Committee: 
These authorities correspond daily on,all matters affecting the working 
of the evacuation system. 
The general management of all movements of trains, .in connection 
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306 COSLISFXTAL KRGULATTORS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
with the evacuation of sick, is regulated by the Director of Railways and 
Communications, in consultation with the War AIinistcr. 
In  the Austrian Service the Staging Committee, acting on the returns 
sent by the different reserve and field hospitals, makes out a statement-of 
the number of cases awaiting transport for the information of the Railway 
AIanagement. ‘rhe latter makes thc necessary traflic arrangements, and 
informs the Staging Committee of their natiire, the committee passing on 
the information to tho Road Commandant. 
In  the Italian Army the medical officer of the despatching hospital 
indents on the P.AI.0. far a train ; this indent is passed on to tlie inten- 
dant, and through him to the Director of Transport. This latter officer 
decides on the class of train to be employed, and, in the casc of a per- 
manent Hospital Train being required, informs the delegate of the Aid 
Socic-ty attached to the intendant’s staff, who in liis turq orders tlie director 
of the train selected to carry out the movement. 
Sick and wounded do not in any Service come under the care of tho 
S.N.0. of the train until they arrive at the railway station ; tip to that 
point the committee for transport of sick and wounded, or the medical 
officcr of the evacuation or field hospital, i s  responsible for all arrange- 
ments, ujing as a rule rcquisitioned carriage for the purpose. In tho 
Italian Service it is laid down that sliould the hospital be close to tho 
station, the railway stretchers may be sent for tlie patients, the dis- 
charging hospital mcrely supplying the mcn to carry the stretchers. In 
all Services the S.BI.0. in charge of the train is supposed to personally 
superintend the cntraining of patients. 
In  the German Service the following rules are laid down :-Patients 
should, as a rule, travel with their heads in the direction in which the train 
is proceeding, but this may be varied when it is necessary so to place the 
patient that a particular side may be tomrds the centre of the carriage. 
The S.M.O. will decide which cases are to be changed on to the train- 
strctcliers when in the carriage and which must be transferrcd beforo 
entraining. The coupling chains must be let out to- such an estent as to 
leave a space between carriages equivalent to the length of a stretcher. 
Before loading up, the stretchers will ‘be placed on the ground at right 
angles to the direction of the train, and opposite to the space between 
two carriages, the foot end towards the train. The four men necessary 
for loading now take post as follows :-Number 1 on the platform of the 
carriage ; numbers 2 and 3 on the right and left of the stretcher, at its 
foot ; number 4 between the handles at the head of the stretcher. Numbers 
2, 3, and 4 now raise the stretcher and bring it up to the platform of the 
carriage, where number 1 scizes the foot end, and number 2 getting on 
to tho carriage platform grasps the hcad end as it is passed to him. The 
stretcher is now carried into the carriage, and the patient transferred, if 
this has not already been done, to the train stretcher. The upper tier is 
loaded first. Severe cases, cspecially fractures of upper and lower 
estremities, are placed on the broadened stretchers already described, 
otherwise the lower tier of berths will be reserved for such cases as are 
able to get up. 
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SICK AND WOUNDED IlY RAIL. 567 
In the French Service the following rules are laid doivn:-The 
patients will be undressed and put to bed on the train stretchers 
([its-dmtrcczrds), some convenient waiting or other room in the station 
(warmed if necessary) being used for the purpose. The four men of the 
stretcher detachment then carry it to 'the waggon, and place it at right 
:angles to the latter, and opposite the door, with the head leading. They 
;then again lift it by the rope handles attached to the poles, two men 
standing on each side advance and place the head end on the floor of 
:the carriage, the numbers at the other end taking care to keep the stretcher 
level by raising their end. The men at the head end then climb into the 
xvaggon, and the stretcher is then pushed in towards its berth till the 
whole stretcher is resting on the floor of the carriage. The two foot 
nunibers then climb in, and the stretcher is again lifted and carried to its 
berth; and placed exactly opposite the latter. The stretcher is then again 
lifted and placed on its supports. 
The manceuvre is altogether very elaborate : the stretcher has to be 
laid down and taken up again three times during the process, and this 
entails considerable work on the bearers. The upper tiers are loaded 
before the lomr. 
In the Austrian Service very elaborate directions are given, which 
seem worth relating in some detail. A small party, under an oficer if 
possible, is told off to see that all necessary preparations are made for 
loading up, a suitable platform selected, the train brought up, and ramps 
or gangways provided (much stress is laid on this point, whish undoubtedly 
facilitates rapid loading). The loading party itself should be ready at the 
station one hour before the arrival of the patients, to render assistance in 
preparing the train for their reception. This being done, the different 
stretcher detachments are told off. Patients, on arrival, are distributed to 
the different carriages and berths, under'the personal superintendence of 
the commandant. The principles which should guide him in making 
this distribution are particularised later. Loading up is performed from 
the side of the carriage, the berths on the side"nest the platform being 
loaded before those on the further side, and upper berths before lower. 
To facilitate this process, it is recommended that the eight patients 
allotted to each carriage should be set down before that carriage in a 
single row, as follo\vs : The two centre stretchers of the eight will contain 
those patients rvho are destined for the upper berths on the near side ; the 
second stretchers counting outwards in each direction, those for the lower 
berths on the near side; next to these, thosc for the upper berths on 
the far side, and last of all those for the lower berths on the far side. 
The two ends of a carriage may, with well-practised squads, be loaded 
simultaneously. In carrping out the selection of patients for different 
carriages, the following points should be kept in mind :- 
I. Is the disability cxternal or internal ? 
2. Does the patient require much or little attention ? 
3. Is isolation necessary or not ? 
4. Is it important that the patient should be' kept as quiet as 
. 
possible ? 
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568 CONTINENTAL REGULATIONS FOK TIIE TRANSI’OKT OF 
5. Is there much or little discharge ? 
6. Is the patient a smoker or non-smoker ? 
7. The rank of the patient. 
8. To what estent is the patient likely to suffer from the oscillation 
and vibration of the train ? 
9. The destination of the patient. 
10. The personal wishes of the patient. 
The points indicated abovc by the numbers 2, 4, 6, i and 8, are the 
most important ; cases that cannot bear shaking should never be in the 
rearmost carriage. Cron gives the following scheme as an instance of 
the working of the above principles; the serial number indicates the 
order of the carriage in the train, beginning behind the goods van :- 
I. A11 cases needing isolation, placed here so that the attendants 
need not pass through on their way to other cases. 
2, 3, 4 and 6, All cases going to Evacuation Station B, with the 
exception of isolation cases, and such cases as need constant 
attention. Cases which it is advisable should be disturbed 
as little as possible in No. 2, as here they are less likely to 
be disturbed by attendants passing through. 3, 4 and 6 to 
be divided into smoking and non-smoking carriages, 
internal and external ailments to be as far as possible kept 
apart. 
6. Carriage for cadets, one year’s volunteers, etc. ; these should 
always be near thc medical oficers’ carriage. 
7. Medical officers’ carriage. 
8 S: 9. Store and kitchen ivaggons. 
10. Subordinate establishment. 
11. Cases needing constant attention ; these should always be 
near medical officers’ carriage; smoking should be for- 
bidden, and regard need not be had to the destination of 
the patients. 
12, 13, 14, 15 CP- 16. All cases ioing to Evacuation Station A, 
with the csception of cases needing constant attention or 
isolation. Cases which it is advisable should be disturbed 
as little as possible to be put in No. 15 ; they will here be 
less troubled by passers through than in 12, 13 and 14, and 
less likely to suffer from the oscillations of the train than in 
No. 16. The other four carriages to be divided between 
smokers and non-smokers, according as their ailments are 
extern$ or internal. 
I f .  Patients not likely to suffer from the oscillations of the train. 
In selecting cases for different berths, the worst cases should be put 
in the upper berths, as being more accessible ; the wounded side should 
be placed towards the centre of the carriage for the same reason ; and 
lastly, the wishes of the patient should be considered if possible. All 
manceuvres connected with the loading and unloading of trains should 
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SICK AND WOUNDED 111’ RAIL. 569 
be practised as repeatedly as possible. T h e  difference between practised 
and unpractised squads may be equivalent to the difference between a 
few minutes and as many hours ; 20 minutes may be looked on as a good 
average time for the actual entraining. 
I n  the Italian Service, as already stated, the  train stretchers may be 
sent fof ie  tvollndcd, if the hospital be close at hand ; otherwise, they 
will be brought to the station on requisitioned carriage. I n  either case, 
the stretchers, when loaded, will be placed in two groups ; in the one 
thosc, whose injuries arc most accessible from the right, and in the other 
thosc whose. injuries are -most accessible from the left ; the two groups 
are equalised by the allotment of those patients whose position is a 
matter of indifference. The  stretchers are then carried to the train and 
arranged in two ranks, the group first named above in the front rank, 
with one pace interval I)et\veen stretchers. T h e  loading party is then 
told off in squads of six, with, in addition, a superintendent of the first 
class and one of the second class to each squad; three men and one 
superintendent then take post on the station platform, the others on the 
platform of the carriage. T h e  half-squad on the station platform take 
up a stretcher and. carry it to the carriage platform, and. pass it to the 
other half-squad ; the other half carry it into the  carriage and deposit it  
in its right place on the brackets. Loading is carried out, beginning at 
the right of the door of entrance and working round to the left, the 
lower stretcher of each pair being deposited before the upper. I n  case 
of the carriage not being. provided with removable platform rails, the 
train musl be broken up into groups of two carriages, with a space of 
about six p r d s  between groups. Squads of three men and one superin- 
tendent will then be formed, and these will then each take entire charge 
of a stretcher throughout the manocuvrcs, and, after depositing it in its 
proper place in the carriage, will proceed along the corridor and leave 
the carriage by the door at  the further end of the group. In the first 
case each squad will have 50, in the latter 26, patients to entrain. 
I n  the German Service, the commandant of the train receives from 
the Sick-Transport Committee written instructions on all important 
points connected with the journey --e.g., times of stopping and starting, 
long halts, rest and refreshment stations, etc., the line of railway in the 
home territory to which the train is bound, or its destination, so far as it 
has been communicated to the committee. When all the sick and 
wounded have been entrained, the commandant will go round to every 
carriage and satisfy himself that everything is correct as regards the 
loading up of the patients, the telling off of the attendants to the various 
sick-carriages, ctc. He will then report to the committee, and to the 
commandant of the railway station, that the train is ready for starting. 
No instructicns are given in the A’riegs-Smifiifs- Oiditiirzg as regards the 
pace rtt which the train will be run, or what means should be used for 
stopping the train when ,in motion. At every stop the commandant will 
report himself to the commandant of the railmay station, and ask for 
orders; should such orders not be in agreement with those previously 
received from ‘the Sick Transport Committee, or not, in his opinion, 
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670. CONTINENTAL REGULkIONS- FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
compatible with the interests of the patients in the train, it  is his duty to 
obtain a written copy of them, if the commandant of the station insist 
upon their esecution. 
T h e  instructions given in the French Regulations are rather meagre, 
and merely state that telegraphic notice should be sent in advance along 
the line. whenever a train starts, to ii!form the authorities at stopping 
stations of strength of party, time of arrival, etc: On purcly military 
lines, the pace of these trains will not c ~ c e e d  that of ordinary military 
trains. O n  lines where peace conditions still prevail, this pace may be 
increased up to a limit of about 25 miles per hour. There ate no  special 
dircctions given for stopping the train when in motion. 
The  Austrian regulations lay down that the commandant of the train 
should (if possible, 24 hours before the departure of the train) fis, in 
consultation with the railway station commandant, the various details bf 
the. journey--r.g., the routes to be followed and the stopping stations ; 
advise station commandants of those places where long stops will be 
made ; arrange general preparations for entraining, and fix the hour of 
the same ; and, finally, obtain all the information he can as to the route he  
is to follow. After entraining is completed, the carriige orderlies report 
all correct to the N.C.O. of the train (~?/~-itrspCcfiOtr),  who, in turn, 
reports.to the commandant. This latter oflicer then takes a look round 
the train, and reports to the station commandant that the train is ready 
to start. The  rate of travelling is laid down at 12 to 15 miles per hour, 
which is not to be exceeded except under special circumstances. I n  
hostile or disturbed territory, the train will; as a rule, halt for ' the night 
in some convenient empty siding. 
(This last order is noteworthy, as it is not contained in the regulations 
of any other Service, If a necessary order, it  would seem to point to the 
inadvisability of using permanent Hospital Trains near the front at all, as 
their great advantage-viz., being able to travel uninterruptedly-is thus 
thrown away.) 
To stop the train 'in motion, signal flags by day and hand lanterns 
by night are to be  waved outside the window, but this espedient must 
only be resorted ,to in cases of great necessity, as, for instance, fire or 
other accident, or to permit of the carrying out of some emergent treat- 
ment which demands absolute freedom from vibration, such as tlie 
ligature of a vessel. To avoid mistakes it is laid down that cloths and 
rags are not to be thrown out or shaken out of a window whilst a train is 
in motion. An escellent graphic time-table (17Iursrl~lnn)~is given to the 
commandant, in which arc given tlie names of stations where stops will 
be made, the duration of the same, and the time at which they will occur. 
T h e  length of a journey is indicated by a thick line along which the 
names of the stations arc written at suitable intervals ; thin tranpersc 
lines denote the change from one system to another, and the portion 
traversed between midnight and midnight is enclosed between thick 
transverse lines. 
I n  the Italian Service, permanent Hospital Trains run in accordance 
with the time-table laid down for military traffic generally, or with the 
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SICK AND WOUNDED BY RAIL. 571 
ordinary time-table, yhichever happens to be in force on the portion of 
line traversed ; the route followed is laid down by the intendant. NO 
directions are laid down in the ‘‘ Regolnmenle pel. Traqorto srille Ferrovie, 
deZ Ferifi e illalafi ilr Gzierm” as regards the pace of the train or the 
measures to be taken to stop it in the case of accident or other 
emergency. 
Thc keynote of the work in a permanent Hospital Train is its 
continuity. This applies to trains of this class in all Services, and series 
to distinguish them from the nest class of improvised Hospital Trains. 
The French regulations lay down that these trains “ constitute vcritabie 
rolling hos~iitals, and are administered as such.’’ True though this is, to 
a ccrtain esteiit, no doubt, jc t  there is sonic exaggeration in the stnte- 
mcnt, whicli is recogniscd by such lcnding authorities as Cron and Zur 
Niedcn, who point out that such a train lacks one of the leading 
characteristics of a hospital, in that, owing to the necessarily short stay 
of the patient, and the limited space available, no independent line of 
treatment can bc initiated in it, nor can any elaborate operation be per- 
formed. Thus the medical officer of the train must be rcduced to a pure 
conservatism, and to carrying on or developing, on lines already laid down 
by others, the treatment of the patients under his care, and may consider 
his duties fulfilled if he hand over his cases at least no worse than when 
he took thcm over. This may seein rather a pessimistic view of the 
position, but it is one held by men of espcrience, and there is indubitably 
an advantage in especting as little while trying to get as much as possible 
out of the system. 
The following points may bc particularly touched on :- 
The Germans allot one hospital assistant and one nursing orderly to 
every pair of sick carriages ; cach of these wears a metal label in the 
button-hole of his coat, thc former having the  odd, and the latter the 
even, nunber of the pair of carriages stamped on his label ; onc of these 
two men must always be on duty in this pair of carriages. 
The regulations do 
not provide for more than one attendant per carriage, with about four in 
reserve. 
The Austrians are better provided in this respect, as 13 attendants 
travel in the sick carriages, lcaving (after deduction of cooks and dispen- 
sary assistant) a balance of 0 men in reserve, in addition to 3 officers’ 
servants, who may also, if necessary, be utilised. 
The Italians, with their greatest number of carriages (18), can leave 
a reserve of 6 nursing orderlies and four officers’ servants. No definite 
directions, however, are laid down. 
In  the German Service the commandant decides in which carriage a 
night watch shall be kept; in this a bed is made up eithcr on the floor 
of the corridor or in a spare berth, for the attendant detailed for this 
duty. 
A practically similar arrangement obtains throughout all Services, 
and as a matter of fact a portion of the establishment must, owing to 
want of accommodation elsewhere, sleep in the sick-carriages. Cron 
The French lay doan no particular directions. 
VOL. BLII. 2 31 
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points out the advisability of keeping night-duties as low as possible, 
in consideration of the inevitably grcat strc-s of work duriiig the day. 
(Such a matter mist in cffect be left to the discretion of the S. JI. 0.. 
and probably wo:rltl bc best so lvd  by posting ail attendant in each 
carriage indifferently; it is difiicult to sce any otlicr satisfactory solution 
of this problem, except putting on a certain number of men as a night 
patrol. Obviously a sleeping attendant in the next carriage is not of 
much use to a helpless patient.) 
The general idea is that the work of a train should be assimilated as 
nearly as possible to that of a field hospital, regular visits being made, 
drugs being dispensed in the train, and so on. Cron emphasises the 
neccssity of having the establishinent thoroughly drilled in their duties 
during thc jouriiey of the train cmpty, to the front, and having a timc- 
table (of which hc givc's a very esccllcnt specimen) made out, in which 
every day and every hour should have its appropriate duty. The greatcst 
cleanliness is cnjoined in all Services ; all stools should be disinfected, 
immediately on being passed, by means of disinfectant solutions placed 
in  the bed-pans and commodes. In the French carriage a trap-door 
exists, through which thc contcnts can be emptied. In  the Austrian 
regulations it is laid down that bcd-pans are only Po be uSed when 
absolutely necessary, and their contents are to be emptied from the 
bridge, between tno  carriages, and not from the windows. Immediately 
after being emptied they must be filled with 5 per cent. carbolic lotion. 
In  the Austrian and French trains tubs of disinfectant are placed in the 
leading luggage van, in which all soiled linen should be placed at once 
or during the first halt; the same regulations advise that all soiled 
dressings should be at the same timc taken to and burnt in the furnace of 
the engine, being kept till then covered with disinfectant in some 
convenient receptacle. 
Ventilation must be carcfully attended to, which, as Cron points out, 
may be difficult to reconcile in cold weather with the proper warming of 
the carriage. He gives 50 Fahr. as the lowest temperature which should 
be allowed. In warm weather the carriage may be freely opencd ; when 
this is impossible or inadvisable, evcry means must be taken to keep the 
air in the carriages as fresh as possible ; smoking may if necessary be corn-- 
Fletely stopped, pipes and tobacco being confiscated, if mere prohibition 
be insuflicient. The cubic space allowed per man in the Austrian sick 
carriage is only 150 cubic feet ; the regulations of other nations give 
no information on this point. 
Patients in permanent Hospital Trains are always dieted in the train, 
on ordinary Field Hospital scales as a rule. The establishment is also 
dieted on the train whilst travelling ; during protracted halts they may be 
rationed by the commissariat of the locality. The Italian gives only.'two 
meals per diem, the other trains three. 
In the Gcrman trains one of the assistant surgeons is told off 
specially for dispensing, with a hospital assistant to. aid him ; in other 
Scrviccs special officials are attached to the 'train for this duty. The 
Gernian rcguiations enjoin simplicity in prescriptions. 
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SICK AND WOUNDED niy RAIL. 573 
The manmuvre of detraining is the reverse of that of entraining ; the 
French method is, however, somewhat simpler, the stretcher not being 
deposited and lifted again so often. 
In  all cases the responsibility of the medical officer of the train 
ceases when the patient leaves the train, the authorities of the receiving 
hospital being responsible for all subsequent arrangements. His duties 
in this respect, therefore, are limited to the purely professional handing 
over of his patients and their documents. I t  is generally enjoined that 
patients should only be transferred en roufe when it is quite impossible to 
carry them any further ; in such a case they may be left at any suitable 
hospital en rorrfe, previous notice being, if possible, given. 
Should a patielit die in the train, the corpse must be handed over to 
the first military or civil authorities that are met with, notice being, if 
possible, sent in advance. The Italian train is the only O W  which pro- 
vides a special partially fitted-up carriage which can be used as a 
mortuary or isolation carriage, as the case may be. Wasserfuhr considers 
that it should be always possible to avoid this contingency by timely 
evacuation, and RIyrdacz states that only one death occurred in a train in 
motion during the war of 1878,9 in Bosnia. (There were four hospital 
trains, which carried in all 6,431 sick and wounded during this war.) 
In  the German Army the following transfer documents accompany 
the party :- 
1. Transfer Roll (f~~ametrsii?rzeichtJjss).-A simple nominal roll, giving 
the information usually given in an admission and discharge book. This 
roll is signed by the receiving medical oficer at the end of the journey, 
as a voucher. Deaths e n  miife, transfers to hopitals other than that at 
the termination of the journey, are entered in a remarks column. 
2. Way-Bill (Beglei/schein).-A form handed over partially filled up 
by the sick transport committee to the medical officer in charge of the 
train on his taking over the party. 
The first part contains a numerical state of the number of men 
entrained, with the following particulars, date, and place of entraining ; 
the number of men is classified as :- 
a. Germans and allies ; 
6. Prisoners, and 
The first page consists of four parts. 
Tota! 
each of these classes being again divided into sick and wounded. 
The  second part of this page is a similar state, similarly divided, 
showing the discharges from the train. 
The third part is a column for the signatures of the medical officers 
taking over cases from the train, and the fourth is a column for remarks. 
The first part is filled up by the sick transport committee (or other 
authority handing over cases for the train), the second and fourth by the 
medical officer in charge of the train, and the third by the medical oficers 
or other authorities taking over casepfrom the train. 
The  second page contains the strength of the escort, if any (this 
practically only applies to ordinav trains), and the strength of the 
nursing establishment, and statements of the amount of extra equipment 
2 31 2 
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taken and handed over with the party or with individual patients. These 
last particulars do not as a rule, however, concern permanent Hospital 
Trains. 
I n  the French Service a transfer roll (/erri/ /e d’c‘anrrinfiorr) is made 
out for every party ; it contains the following information, in addition to 
the names of the men, viz., the order .authorising the movement, the 
destination of the party, the medical establishment accompanying it, and 
any changes occurring en rorrfe. This roll is handed over to the oficier 
d’adtihisfrafioir of the train, together with the small books and 
hospital tickets (lirv-efs imliziduelf; dil/efs d’hdpifol) of the patients. It is 
eventually signed by the medical onicer of the receiving hospital at  thc 
cn$ of the journey, and returned to the medical officer of the tlcspatching 
hospital as a voucher. 
In the Austrian Army patients are taken over with the folloning 
documents :- 
a. A nominal roll or rolls, acting as last rationing certificates. 
B .  A single nominal roll for the whole,party, acting as a transfer 
roll. 
c. Identification papers (L~gifi~~ia/ioi~s-b/~/fer).  These papers are 
handed over with the party at the end of the journey. 
I n  the Italian Army the  S.M.0. of thc despatching hospital takes 
out the following documents :- 
For cad! paticnt a clinical chart (cnrfe//n clirrirn), or otherwise a 
diagnosis label (fobellinn diagt~osfi~~c~). 
For the entire party a transfer roll in duplicate (Foglio d i  froslocnziorre), 
This roll is used by the medical officer in charge of the train to check the 
party \vhen taking over, and is subsequently handed over by him, after 
making any rcniarks he may think fit, to the medical officer in cliaigc of 
the receiving hospital, together with the clinical charts. Onc copy is signed 
by the medical officer of the receiving hospital, and is retiirned as a voucher 
to the despatching hospital. In  case of the death or transfer of a patient en 
rotife a descriptive roll (foglio di  coor~seg~~a) is handed over with the corpse 
or patient, and an esplanatory note entered in the original foglio d i  
f rslocnziotie. 
I n  the German Service the disinfection of trains is left . to the 
discretion. of the medical officer in charge, who will, should he think 
proper, recommend in writing to the conimandant of the railway station 
the performance of the  process, mentioning at  the same time the process 
to be employed. For carriages without special fittings (this, in effect, 
applies more to the  trains of the other two classes) it is recommended 
that the floor and inside of the carriage generally should be swept out and 
swabbed, and then exposed to the action of steam at 212 F., or of water 
at  160 F. ; a hot 6 per cent. solution of caustic potash, or soda, is 
recommended for swabbing out with ; chloride of lime may be used in 
the same my.  
T h e  French make no  mention in their regulations of this qurstion as 
regards permanent Hospital Trains. 
In the Austrian Service, it i s  laid down that every train should 
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be disinfected immediately after use either at the discharging or nearest 
convenient station ; it is carr id  out by thc train establishmcnt. The 
following measures are prescribed :-AH removable articles that will 
stand washing should be soaked for 24 hours in a 2 per cent. solution 
of carbolic acid. The floors and walls, and wooden and metal fistures, 
and leather straps, should be scrubbed first with boiling watcr, and 
then with soft soap containing ?; per cent. carbolic acid, then swabbed 
with wet cloths, and lastly rubbed with a dry cloth. Commodes and bcd 
pans should be cleaned with chloride of lime. All silk and woollen 
material must be sprinkled once a day, for three days, with a 2 per ccnt. 
solution of carbolic acid ; if much stained or soiled they should be removed 
and steqn~cd or burnt. After disinfection the carriages should be allo\wd 
to stand opcn for 48 hours in a frec current of air. 
In the Italian Service the ordinary cleansing of the inside of 
the train is performed by thc establishment of the train; that of the 
outside and the disinfection of the inside, should this be ncccssary, by 
the railway station staff. After an ordinary journey, in which only 
non-infectious diseases or injuries have been carried, a simple scrubbing 
and sweeping will be sufficient ; this may be done with hot water only, 
or, as when cattle trucks have to be adapted as sick carriages (*is applies 
mostly to improvised Hospital Trains, q . ~ . ) ,  with 5 per cent. solution of 
carbonate of soda, quicklime, etc. Ail parts of the floor or the canvas 
of stretchers, which have been soiled with blood or other discharges, 
should be repeatedly cleaned with the folloi\ ing solution :-Corrosive 
sublimate 3 parts, hydrochloric acid or common salt 5 parts, w t c r  
1,000 parts. Soiled linen should, till it can bc tvashcd, be kept 
imyersed in a similar solution. Mattresses, pillows, etc., which have 
been soiled should be rcturncd to the society’s stores. All carriages 
which ?lave bccn used for infectious cases, or which have made scvcral 
journeys (six or eight) with ordinary cases, should, in addition to the 
above precautions, be fumigatcd. To effect this, a portable charcoal 
brazier should be placed on thc floor of the carriage, care bcing taken 
to strew a suflicicnt amount of earth bcneath it to avoid all dangcr 
of fire ; sulphur should bc burnt on this in tlie proportion of 25 grammcs 
per cubic metre (about 11 grains pcr cubic foot) of the internal 
capacity of the carriage. The carriage should be kept closed for two 
hours ; it sliould then bc thoroughly aired, and washed agaiti with 
pcrchloridc of mercury solution. Such minor articles as do not appear 
to have been thoroughly disinfected may be burnt. 
IJIPROVISED HOSPITAL TRAINS. 
The second class of trains used for the transport of sick and wounded 
consists of improvised Hospital Trains. German, Hiivslazarethc@e ; 
French, Trains Sairifaires INIprovisb ; Austrian, Xranken-ZtZge ; Italian, 
Trtxi A ffrezafi e li,rproirvisori frarrspor-fo Fedi e Xafafi .  These trains differ 
from permancnt Hospital Trains, in that whereas thc latter are organiscd 
units, the former are merely aggregates of carriages got together for the 
moment, cstablished and equipped in a merely temporary manner, and 
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676 CONTINENTAL REGULATIONS FOR THE TKANSPOORT OF 
have, in the majority of cases, no fixed size or arrangement. I n  addition 
they do not possess an): means of through comrnunication from carriage 
to carriage, nor is there any kitchen carriage provided. They are 
intended as stated in t h e  French regulations (the rule is,  however, 
universally true), for the transport of such sick and wounded as need 
lying down accommodation, but whose condition is. not such as to 
demand constant medical attention. 
I n  the German Army, there is no definite format ip  laid down for 
these trains, but a masimum of 80 axles is given as a guide. 
The  French train consists, as a rule, of 40 waggons, arranged as 
follows :- 
1. Brake van for equipment and baggage. 
2 to 11: Carriages for sick. 
13 and 13. Brake vans. 
14 to 19. Carriages for sick. 
20. Carriage for establishment, with one compartment available 
21 to 27. Carriages for sick. 
284nd 29. Brake vans. 
30 to 39. Carriages for sick. 
40. Brake.van. 
for four sick sitting up. 
The  Austrians have no fised rules for these points. 
The  Italians have two classes of improvised Hospital Trains, viz. : 
l i w i  Affreznfi  and Tretii Proovisori. The  former have a definite size and 
formation, and are composed of 38 carriages arranged in the following 
order :- 
1. Baggage waggon. 
2 to 10. Carriages for sick. 
20. Carriage for medical establishment. 
21. Store waggon. 
Treiii Aavvisori  have no definite size or arrangement. 
I n  the German trains, red crosses on a white ground, 20 inches 
square, made of cloth, are fastened on the right and left side of carriages 
alternately ; the train has a special number, and all the carriages are also 
numbered. A t  the end of a journey, these crosses must be removed 
from all carriages not intended for the carriage of medical store to the 
front. 
I n  thc French trains the first and last carriages of the train fly the 
Red Cross and national flags, and every carriage bears on one side or 
other, a red cross on a white ground, made either of metal or cloth. 
Every carriage is marked with a number, and the use to which it is put is 
also written on it. 
The  Austrian regulations do not apparently lay down any directions 
in this matter. 
The  Italian Trerii Alfreznfi carry the same distinctive marks as the 
permanent Hospital Trains of the same Service. The  Treni Prouvisoti 
carry only the Red Cross and national flags, .and the lanterns of 
neutrality. . 
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I n  the  German Service any baggage waggon, or 4th Class 
passenger waggon, without permanent seats or other fixtures likely to 
interfere with the entraining of the sick, may be used. Such waggons 
are to be prcferrcd which have windows or  ventilation openings in the side 
walls or doors ; where these do not esist, openings should be cut out in 
the doors, and covered with some light transparent material. 
Two systems are used for the suspension of stretchers, the Hamburg 
system and Grund's system. In  the Hamburg system the stretchers are 
hung from the roof by an apparatus consisting of :- 
1. An automatic clamp (grrxe an dinale), \vhich grips the roof 
2. A coiled spring attached to tlic clamp. 
3. A chain hanging from the  case of the spring. 
4. An iron bar hanging vertically from the chain. 
beam of the waggon. 
At each end 
of this bar is a square ring, which serves to hold the handle 
of a stretcher. 
To carry two stretchers, one above the other, four of the above 
arrangements are necessary ; the height of the stretchers from the floor 
may be regulated by taking up or letting out links of the chains. The 
feet of the lower stretcher should not be more than 3 inches from thc 
ground, and the vertical distance between the stretchers is a little short 
of 3 feet. The  distance betwccn the ends of the stretcher handles, 
and the end ~valls of the waggon should be about fi inches. Lateral 
movcnients are prevented by steel spring rings, fastened to the stretcher 
handles, and to hooks on the side it-alls of the naggons. There is no 
arrangement for holding stretchers down except their own weight and 
that of the patients. Eight stretchers may be carried in each waggon on 
this system. Grund's system consists of strong arclied springs, joined by 
stout traverses, running from the crest of the arch of one spring to that 
of another. Two springs thus joined are placed at  each extremity of the 
waggon, and two more at somewhat less than a stretcher length from 
each of these. Each ivaggon, ,therefore, contains eight stretcher springs 
and four traverses, so arranged that the traverses run at right angles to 
the long asis of tlie waggon ; stretchers are now laid upon thcsc travcrscs, 
three at  each end of thc waggon. liach stretcher coines into relation 
with two traverses and four springs. Eacli spring tcrininates at  onc end 
in a shoe, which is strongly bolted to the floor of the ivaggon, and at thc 
other in a pair of rollers, which permit of ;t certain amount of movement 
of the spring ; from the crcst of the arch of tlie spring two plates of metal 
project vertically, forming a slot in wlzich tlie end of a traverse is placed. 
By both the  Hamburg and Grund's systems the centre of the waggon is 
left free for attendants, necessary articles of equipment, and in the cold 
weather a stove. T h e  French use covered baggagc waggons, preferably 
those which possess means of ventilation, and are in good repair ; brake 
vans should not be used, as the jar of the brake is bad for the patients. 
The  systems of suspension used a;c two :- 
1. The  Apporeil d deiix &ages, niod2e lS7d'-SO, s p f h i e  Bty-Ameline; 
and 
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578 COSTIXEXTAL REGULAT1OSS FOR THE TKAdSPOkT OE’ 
2. T h e  Apparril h frois &-ages, mod& l S S 1 ,  Vsfhie B.xhof-Desprrz- 
In  the Appareil Ci detix btugts, the stretchers are supported in trvo 
tiers on traverses, each pair of traverses supporting three stretchers, as in 
Grund’s system. 
The  trarerses are not, however, supported from below, but slung by 
spring-hooks from iron plates, which are firmly boltcd to the side walls of 
thc waggon ; the ends of the traverses which support the head ends of 
the stretchers are alloired free vertical movement in a groove in the iron 
plate, the others are not confined in any way. T h e  stretcher handles 
are fastened to the head end traverses only, by leather loops, six in 
number on each such traverse. 
The  Aflpartil Ci frois hgts consists of an  iron framework or cage, 
rcctangular in shape, inside of which three stretchers arc slung. The 
component parts of this framework arc as follows :- 
I. Two end pieces; these consist each of t n o  strong uprights, 
joined together by three rather slight traverses (enfrdoises) ; 
these traverses are not straight, but slightly bent at either 
end in a vertical plane. These end pieces are joined at top 
and bottom by 
2. Four stout iron rods (trnzvrsrs ci’nsstnrdlagt), which complete the 
framework. The  ends of these rods pass through holes in 
thc uprights, and nuts are screwed on to the projecting 
portions to fix them. 
To each upright are fastened three spring I ~ o o ~ s ,  each at a definite 
distance above one of the  etfretoises. From each spring hook on any 
upright to the corresponding hook on the  other upright, at the same end 
of the framework, passes a swinging traverse (iraveterse porfe-branc-ar) on 
which the stretcher rests. Every stretcher thus rests on trvo swinging 
traverses and four spring hooks. The  swinging traverses hang at  slightly 
higher level than the corresponding fixed traverses. The  Appareil Ci frois 
t%ges measures when put up G feet in height, G fcct in length, and 
3 feet in breadth. I t  is packed for carriage in two portions.--a. The 
two end pieces, with fired and swinging traverses complete, are placed 
together, the head of one in contact with the feet of the other, and the 
outer aspects touching ; thcy are kept sccum by lashings of wire or pack- 
thread. Each swiiiging traverse is similarly lashed to its corresponding 
fsed  traverse to prevent damage. b. The  four fiizzorses d’assrtddRgz are 
kept in dne package by means of two short boards, in which holes are 
made ; through these the ends of the traverses are passed and there fised 
by the nuts used for fixing them to the uprights of the framework. The  
total space occupied by this Appartil, when packed, is about 10.75 cubic 
feet ; its weight is 1 2 i  lbs. 
Three men are necessary for the manaeuvre of putting the framework 
together; this, including unpacking p d  placing ready for use .in a 
waggon, is calculated to take I5minutes. Four frameworks can be placed 
in each waggon, the long ases of the frameworks being parallel to the 
Ameiine. 
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tlircction of the train. X fifth may c s c ~ p t ~ o n a l l ~  be placed in the centre 
of the waggon across it. (This could only be justifiable under conditions 
of extraordinary pressure, and for short distances. It would completely 
prevent any attention being paid to the sick, and would reduce the cubic 
space per patient to 70 cubic feet.) 
The apparatus 
consists of eight uprights of pine wood G feet 0 inches in height;5 feet 
6 inches in breadth, and 1 inch thick. Four uprights arc placed on each 
side of the waggon and bolted to the wall, with which they do not, 
however, come into actual contact, the bolts passing through blocks of 
wood between the uprights and the walls. Except at these points, then, 
there ,is a space left between the uprights and the i d s  of the waggon' 
Holes are drilled in each upright at a height of 3 feet, and 5 feet 8 inches 
from the ground. Through these stout hooks are passed. These hooks are 
made of iron, and the shanks are bent at right angles in a vertical direc- 
tion, so that that portion of the hook that projects on the further side of the 
upright is closelpapplied to the outer surface of the latter; the greater the 
do\vnward pull the more strongly will this vertical piece of the shank press 
against the upright. The extremity of the shank has a short stout spur, 
which presses into thc wood of the upright and assists to fir it. From these 
hooks the stretchers are slung by means of webbing or hempen-plait 
slings. These are 2 feet 5 inches long, and are doublcd over so as to 
have a long and a short end. At the point at which it is doublcd over 
the sling passes through a triangular metal ring, to which it is securely 
fastened ; the free ends are doubled back and stitched to form loops. 
The triangular ring is now hitched on to a hook on an upright, the long 
end of the sling baing-towards the centre of the waggon. This long end 
now receives thc outer handle of a stretcher, the short end the inner 
handle. Each stretcher thus depends on two hooks and two uprights. 
If it is required to sling threc stretchers one above the other, three holes 
for hooks are bored in the uprights, at distances of 2 feet 2 inches, 
4 feet 3 inches, and G feet 3 inches from the ground. The same slings 
are used, the short ends supporting the outer handles of the stretchers, 
the long ends being looped round the handles on the inner side in such 
a manner as to equalise matters and keep the stretcher level. In this 
arrangement the lowest siretcher ivill hang at a distance of about 4 inches 
from the floor of the \vaggon. I'lie arrangement in two ticrs is, however, 
that more usually adopted, and allows of eight patients being carried in 
each waggon. In fixing the uprights, the minimum distance from an 
upright to an end wall must be 8 inches ; from one upright to the next on 
the same side, C feet. 
I t  may be of advantagc to shortly compare the above systems, in 
respect of the various disadvantages, or otherwise, of each. 
1. The necessi& of rimking more or  less elaborafe changrs itt 
cnrringr.r.-This applies to the Italian and Bry-Ameline 
systcms more particuktrly; in a less degree to that of 
Grund: The two former demand a considerable amount 
of carpentering skill. 
The Austrians and Italians use the Swiss system. 
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580 CONTINENTAL REGULATIONS FOR THE TRAr;’Sl’ORT OF 
2. Beperidelice otz the walls altd roof of fhe carnkge. - The 
Hamburg system brings a great strain to bear on the roof 
beams, the Bry-Ameline, and to a less extent the Italian 
system, on the side malls. Bolts screired through wood, 
where the channel is not metal-lined, necessarily become 
insecure after a time, if exposed to much vibration, with a 
constant strain acting in the length of the bolt. 
The Possessiotr of specinC apparofzis.-This objection applies 
to all spring-hook apparatus, and is-the greater the greater 
the weight placed on the hook. For instance, the breaking 
of a spring hook in the BryAmeline system would be a 
much more serious affair than a similar accident occurring 
in the Appnrd 2 frois lfoges ; in the former we would have 
three stretchers suddenly let down at  one end, in the latter 
only one stretcher would fall a t  one end and would be at  
once caught and sllpported by the fired traverse below. It 
may be safely laid down that whenever spring hooks are 
used a considerable reserve should be carried, and that the 
possession of a spring hook on which the safety of several 
stretchers absolutely depends forms an almost fatal 
objection to any system. The  springs of Grund’s system 
are so strong that a similar objection does not apply to 
them. There is a danger in this case, however, of the 
springs being too stiff and not working unless loaded up to 
the maximum weight, which may not always be possible. 
4. Osdlafiori.-This applies mostly to the Hamburg system, and 
next to the Italian. In  Sigel’s modification of the latter, 
used in the Austrian Service both for trains and hospital 
ships, india-rubber fenders arc used to obviate the jarring 
of the stretchers against the side of the carriage or the 
bul\varks of the ship. Grund’s system seems to be most 
free from this objection. 
5. Ot*er-criudirig of Sfr&hers.-This applies especially to Grund’s 
and the l3ry-Amelinc systems. With three stretchers it 
must be clificult to get at or do anything for the man on the 
centre stretcher, cspccially on the lower tier. For instance, 
the breadth of a luggage van, as shown in the diagrams in the 
~~r;e~s-Sar i i f~fs -Ol .~ t~i i r ig ,  is 7 feet 6 inches ; the breadth of 
the regulation Geriiian stretcher is 22 inches ; three of 
these last, therefore, occupy a space of 5 feet 6 inches, 
leaving for the four interspaces between the outside 
stretchers and the side wall, and on either side of the 
middle stretcher, a total residue space of 2 feet. This does 
not give an attendant more than enough space to stand 
uncomfortably in, certainly not enough to kneel or stoop 
in. This objection is stronger in a double-tier system as 
the Bry-Ameline or Richter’s .modification of Grund’s 
system. 
3. 
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SICK AND WOUNDED RP RAIL. 581 
The Appareil Ci h i s  ifages seems, on the whole, freer from objection 
than any other. It’necessitates no alteration in the carriage, it depends 
on neither the roof nor the walls, the spring hooks play a less responsible 
part than in any other spring-hook system, and the danger of any one of 
them breaking is discounted by the presence of tlie fixed traverse 
immediately below. The lateral distance between stretchers is over 
18 inches. The AppareiC is, in addition, of almost universal applicability, 
whether for use in trains, boats, or country carts. .Two improvements 
may be suggested :-(z) tlie provision of somewhat broader feet for the 
uprights; and (6) that the rings on the uprights, to. which the spring 
hooks are fastened, should have a spring opening, .so that a broken 
hook may be rapidly replaced. 
I n  the absence of any of the above forms of apparatus it is generally 
laid down that use must be made of any available local resources whereby 
jolting may be diminished. The French suggest the use of palliasscs 
stuffed with straw, the corners ‘being left empty and bound with cord to 
form handles. If stretchers are used they should never be -laid directly 
on the floor of the waggon, the handles should be supported on faggots, 
bundles of straw, etc. Palliasses or stretchers should be laid parallel to 
the long axis of the carriage, three at  each end, a seventh being ercep- 
tionally placed crosswise in the centre. The Italian regulations give few 
instructions and apparently allow of stretchers being placed directly on 
the floor of the aaggon, as well as of the use of loose straw. Neither of 
these methods should ever be used except in‘ extremity. Of the latter, 
Cron says that it is “very primitive, likely to catch fire, and cruel to the 
patient.” The Italian Treni Pnmisori are always fixed up in some such 
way. 
In addition to the ahove official systems, two others, not recognised 
as such, may be described. 
1. The Zavodovsky system.-This is official in the British and 
Russian Services, and is sufficiently well known not to need 
detailed description. Its chief defect is that great reliance 
has to be placed on the large iron hooks which form .the 
keystone of the structure. The consequences of one of 
these “.drawing out ” or breaking would be extremely 
serious. In  addition, a great strain is thrown on the roof 
and side-walls of the carnage. Otis, the leading American 
authority, objccts to this system,’ that the kiiotting and 
splicing of the ropes which form the suspension would 
require the assistance of speciallj=trained men ; he. also 
anticipates the occurrence of considerable oscillation. 
RCdard, on the other hand, strongly approves of it. 
2. The RtVard-Chez~aalliEr system.-In this system the stretchers 
are arranged in two or three tiers, and are suspended from 
the roof and side walls by spring-hooks and iron rods. A 
great. deal of dependence is placed on these somewhat 
delicate pieces of mechanism, and the strain on the roof 
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582 CONTINENTAL REGU~ATfOXS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
must be considerable. The springs used. are of peculiar 
design, and it is claimed for them by the authors that 
they are less liable to break than those in ordinary use. 
Oscillation is prevented by a complicated ‘system of guy- 
ropes. 
The following accommodation is provided .by the different im- 
Hamburg, 8 sick per carriage. 
Grund’s, 6 sick per carriage (Richter’s modification, not oflicial, 12). 
Appareii 2 /mYs e‘/ngres, and Bry-Ameline systems, 12. 
Austrian and Italian systems, 8, and on emergency, 12. 
Zavodovsky system, 8. 
RtVard-Chvallier, 8 or 18, as desired 
provised systems described :- 
It  is laid down by R4dard that ordinarily not more than eight or ten 
patients should be carried in an ordinary van ; this gives about 130 to 100 
cubic feet per patient. 
In  the German Service the following equipment is furnished by the 
Sick Transport Committee for every improvised Hospital Train :- 
For every patient one mattress and .blankets as required ; for every 
waggon one water-can with drinking-cup, one glass or earthenware 
medicine measure, one standing basin, one lamp, one hand-lantern, and 
one signal flag. 
The committee also supplies such drugs as may be required on the 
indent of the S.bI.0. of the train, and a supply of comforts is also 
allowed. 
In the French Service the folloming equipment is provided :- 
For every patient one cup and one mug of tisane, and bed and body 
linen as required. 
For every wggon, one commode, one bed-pan, one spittoon, one 
pail of pure water, one pail of tisane, and onc camp stool. The medical 
equipment consists of a medicine chest (called variously “can/iiie ddicale ” 
alid “caisse dertitVicnmen/s,” contents not stated. Medical comforts, a camp 
kettle and a small stock of fuel are also provided.. The Evacuation 
Hospitals supply the above articles, being specially equipped with a view 
to this purpose. 
The Austrian train is equipped as follows :-One small medicine 
chest, one small drcssiiig haversack with . surgical instruments aud 
various dressing materials, ten each of the following articles, viz. :- 
drinking-cups, pails for water, bed-pans, urinals, lanterns with candles. 
For every waggon, one camp stool,. one hand-basin, and, if possible and 
necessary, a stove. 
The Italian Trrno A//t-e.za/o has a very complete. medical and 
surgical equipment, contained in two boxes, with two boxes. of medical 
comforts and cooking utensils. One lantern is allowed per carriage. 
In the Treni Provvisotiwe only find a medicine chest (cnssn dn medicnzioiie) 
per train, other equipment depending on the possibilities of the case. In 
both the Italian and Austrian trains the dispatching hospital provides all 
necessary bedding. 
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SICK AXD WOUNDED BY RAIL, 58 3 
The extent of the establishment is decided in the case of German 
trains by the exigencies and possibilities of the moment. One or tso 
medical officers, two hospital assislants, and 12 to 15 nursing orderlies, 
per 100 patients are the rule. These are supplied by the Sick Transport 
Committee. 
The French allow one nztdecin aide.-majw, one jharniacie~t aide-nlqkr, 
one ojfcier d'nd~~Iitrishnfiolr, and 45 ii&mks to evev train of 38 carriages. 
This establishment is furnished by the Evacuation Hospital. 
In  the Austrian train a military medical oflicer is, if available, sent 
with the train ; in default a civilian practitioner is employed, a combatant 
officer being sent in  this case to act as conimandant of the train. In  
addition three under-officers per train, and one nursing-orderly to every 
carriage containing serious cases, or to every two containing slight cases, 
arc allou-ed. 
The Italians have a definite establishment for every 2i-eno Aftrezato, 
viz., 4 medical officers, 2 under-oflicers, 5 N.C.O.'s, and 35 privates, with 
4 officer's servants. The medical officers are taken from the reserve 
of officers and the territorial militia, the remainder of the establishment 
from the militia. They are detailed for duty by P.hI.0. of the Army 
and sent to the front as required. In the case of Treiri Proavisori all 
the above class of men are represented, and care should be taken that 
the following niinimuni establishment is provided, viz., one medical 
officer and one N.C.O. to each train, and one sick attendant to each 
carriage. These are furnished locally when the trains are made up. 
In  the German Seivicc improvised Hospital Trains arc made up by the 
Colnmittecs for Transport of sick and \vounded, under the orders of the 
Inspector-General of Railways and Communications, on requisition by the 
committee through the P.hI.0. of the field force. The necessary rolling 
stock is tlctailccl by the Chief of Field Railways. In  the French Service 
the P.RI.0. of Communications, acting on the information contained 
in the daily reports from the Evacuation Hospitals, recommends to 
the Directors of Communications the formation of the necessary 
improvised trains. The necessary rolling stock is then handed over 
to the medical oflicer in charge of the Evacuation Hospital, or to the 
delegate of the aid society, who fit out the train with the aid of the 
establishment told off for the train. The local railway authorities 
are enjoined to render every assistance. It is calculated that working 
with six squads of six men each, two squads being told off to each 
section of the train, four hours should be sufficient to fit out a train of 
33 carriages, including unpacking the apparatus, affixing the badges of 
neutrality, etc. h i s  !/.,neest rather less time should 
suffice. 
In the Austrian Service the G.O.C. gives all the necessary orders for 
the formation ofthese trains, on the recommendation of the P.lU.0. 
In the Italian Service ihe procedure is the same as in the case of 
permanent Hospital Trains, the intendant deciding which class of train 
shall be used in any particular case. The necessary stores may be 
collected at one station or distributed along the litk at the various stations 
Using the ilf$J,pared 
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584 CONTINENTAL KEGULATIORS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF 
in the vicinity of the hospitals which have to be evacuated. The P.RI.0. 
informs telegraphically the medical oficcrs of the various hospitals of 
the formation of the train, acquainting them with the accommodation 
allotted to each, and also mith the timing of the train. The Italian train 
differs from those of the other Services in that whereas the latter are 
formed at the front, to take back men to the rear, the former are formed 
at the rear and sent forward to fetch men back from the front. The 
T h i  A-oirvisori are, however, made up at the front, as in the case of the 
other Services. 
In the German Service no special directions are laid down for the 
reception and entraining of patients ; presumably those gi\*e.cn for perma- 
nent 'trains would, mufafis niid(imiis, be followed. 
In the French Service it is rccomniended that the S.RI.0. of the 
train should arrange for a sheltered platform or siding for this purpose, 
using waiting or othcr rooms for the assembling of the patients. Such 
patients as are able to walk should be assisted to their carriages by the 
ikjrmiers, 'and placed on their stretchers ; lhe remainder are carried by 
four men to the train on stretchers. In loading with the Bry-Ameline 
apparatus the following tnanaeuvres are necessary : four men take post in 
the waggon as follows :--No. 1 between a head-end traverse and the end- 
(Val1 of 'the waggon, No. 2 between the traverses, Nos. 3 and 4 opposite 
the door of entrance. The stretcher is pnssed in by the four men who 
have' brought it to the train, and taken charge of by Nos. 3 and 4, and 
by them deposited on the-floor of and across the carriage. It is then 
lifted up and the head-end passed across the traverse to No. 2, and by 
him to No. 1. No. 1, and No. 3, who still rctains'hold of the foot-end of 
the stretcher, now carefully lower it on to the traverses in its correct 
position-, the former fastening the head-end by means,of the straps on 
the traverse. The outer stretchers at one side are fixed on first, then 
those at the othdr side, lastly those in the centre of the pair of traverses, 
those on the lower tier being fixed before those on the upper tier, in cach 
case. The comparatitely small space between the stretchers must make 
the manceuvre of loading up the centre stretcher of the upper tier a 
difficult one. In  the case of the &pard 2 frois ifagts four men take post at 
the door of the waggon and receive the stretcher as it is passed in to 
them, and proceed to load it on to the swinking traverses, passing it 
eithcr through the end of the framework, or obliquely from the side. 
Care must be taken not to strike it against the fixed traverses in so doing. 
The feet of the stretchzr shoutd be outsiJe the swinging traverse, and 
the latter should press against the inner surface of the feet. By these 
means the spring hooks are all, to a certain extent, stretched toward the 
centce of the Appard. Cases needing attention erz rorrfe should be 
placed towards the centre of the train. To facilitate feeding arrange- 
ments such men as are able to get up to  their meals should be kept as far 
as possible in the same carriages, those who must remain lying down 
being similarly collected together. 
The Austrians advise that a covered platform should, if possible, be 
chosen, and kept clear. of all other traffic. The worst cases should be 
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SICK AND WOUNDED I1Y RAIL. 5 8 3  
loaded up first and placed in the centre of the train; as regards the other 
cases, those who require lying down accommodation should be separate 
from those who can sit up, and men going to the same evacuation 
station should be kept' together. There are no special instructions given 
as regards the actual manoeuvre of entraining. 
The 
patients on arrival at  the station are arranged in tno rows, in groups of 
eight, or twelve, according as it is intended to load, in two or three tiers. 
The train privates are then told off in squads of sis men each, an old 
soldier and a N.C.O. being added to each squad. The N.C.O. and three 
men take post on the platform, the others in the waggon; the former 
pass a stretcher to the latter, who sling it, taking care not to leave hold 
'of the stretcher handles till they are securely engaged in the sling-loops. 
Uppcr ticrs are loaded before lower, the Stretchers to the right of the 
waggon door before those on the left, the near side before the far side. 
The packs of the patients are arranged on the floor of thc waggon, close 
to the end wall and between the stretchers, either in one long row, or in 
pairs. The rifles are laid close along the end wall and parallel to it, the 
butts in the corner and the barrels resting on the packs. Each man's 
bread-bag and water-bottle arc hung on a hook near the head of his 
stretcher. 
The general rules for starting and running the train are throughout the 
four Services, mrtntis . niiitmidis, thc same as for permanent Hospital 
Trains. The medical officer must take care that all the carriagelarc 
provided with the proper utensils, drinking water, etc. In the French 
Service he is enjoined to see that the tub provided for the soiled linen in 
the rchrmost van is filled with disinfectant. All improvised Hospital 
Trains stop for the night at a rest station,.the general rule being that all 
such patients as can -get up and-about are detrained for the night, 
hdpless cases being left in the train. The  pace of the French train is 
laid down at 15 to 19 miles an hour ; that of the othcrs is not stated, but 
is presumably the same as that of the ordinary military trains, which,.on 
the Continent, is as a rule somewhat'slower than this. 
The prof&sional work en mute obviously cannot be of 'a continuous 
nature, Medical oficers are enjoined to look round the train at every 
stop, seeing that the patients have all they want, noting how they bear the 
journey, and arranging that such as cannot bear further travelling are left 
behind. 
The French direct that the shutters of the windows should be left 
open, and fire-proof gauze, or perforated metal, nailed over them, to 
prevent smoke or sparks entering; tho Germans make a similar 
direction, but omit the impohant proviso that the makrial used should be 
fire-proof. 
In  the German and Austrian trains stoves are, when available and 
necessary, provided. In the French trains hot-water tins are supplied ; 
one, in' each corner of the waggon is considered sufficient as a rule, but 
when necessary one should be placed near each stretcher, cases. com- 
plaining much of cold being given hot-water bottles as well. All cracks' 
T h e '  Italian regulations are very complete on this point. 
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586 CONTINENTAL REGULATIOSS FOR THE TdANSPORT OF 
in the walls should be tamped with paper, tow, straw, or other materials 
especially in the end of the carriage towards the engine. 
I n  the German Army special rest and refrzshmcnt stations are 
established along the line of rail for the purpose of dieting passengers 
by all Hospital Trains,other than permanent Hospital Trains. This is done 
under the orders of the communications authorities, in consultation with 
the railway staff. T h e  station commandant tells off thc necessary build- 
ings. H e  is also responsible for the provision of tlic necessary number 
of attendants to carry the food to the carriages., Notice.is sent in 
advance to all stations of the strength of the party and its probable time 
of arrival ; notice of any delay occurring e n  rou/e must also be sent. 
I n  the French Service Railway Station Hospitals arc provided at  all 
important stations and junctions (Ii$rnitrit.s dt garel. 'I'hcir duties are :- 
1. To provide nourishment for all sick and wounded passing 
through. 
2. To afford emergent aid and to take over temporarily such 
cases as have been so far aggravated by the journey as to 
be unable to proceed. 
3. To provide, with the assistance of the local military authorities, 
accommodation for sick and wounded during long halts. 
. 
4. To assist when .necessary in the evacuation of cases from 
neighbouring hospitals. 
Not being intended to afford more than temporary shelter for the 
sick they should be installed in th6 vicinity of properly-equipped 
hospitals to which they should transfer all such cases as are unable to 
proceed in the trains. 
They arc, as a rule, worked by the aid societies; the establishment 
varies with circumstances, but the following is a fair avcragc : two 
medical officers, .one accountant, and fifteen iirjrmiers. Additional 
establishment may bc procured by the P.AI.0. of Communications. 
These hospitals are established in any available railway buildings, or in 
tents or huts: 
Each hospital should comprise :- 
1. An ofice for the medical officer. 
2. A waiting-room for sick. 
3. A ward for serious cases, containing five or  six beds in ordinary 
stations ; ten or fifteen in stations which act as centres of 
distribution (poiids dc. t.&7ThhON). 
4. A soup kitchen. . 
5. A refreshment-room. 
I n  the wards 700 cubic feet per man should be allowed. The  
refreshment-room may be worked under contract with the station buffet, 
or directly by the hospital. I n  order that food may be rapidly distributed 
to the carriages, every such hospital should be provided with the 
following articles, viz., 33 hampers of suffi'cient size to carry food for 13 
men each (12 patients and one iiijmier). 
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SICK AND WOUNDED BY RAIL. 587 
Thirtythree cans sufficiently large to hold each 13 rations of wine 
at least, that is 3 5  litres (equivalent to about G pints and 2 ounces). 
These hampers and cans should be filled in advance, in accordance 
with the number of cases-not able to get out of the train, which will have 
been notified by telegram. As soon as the train is signalled the station 
irtjrniien place cans and hampers at  equal distances d o n g  the platform, 
and as soon as the train stops place them in the  waggons, the infinnier 
in the carriage distributing the food to the patients. One hour after the 
arrival of the train the irjrmers in the carriage should place on the 
platform all the hampers, cans, and other utensils. The  station infirmiers 
then collect and remove them. The  oficier d'adniiiiisfrafion of the train 
gives a voucher for the numbcr of mcn dieted to the accountant of tlie 
hospital, this being countersigned by the S.RI.0. During the halt the 
iujrniiers of the hospital remove all such cases as are unable to proceed, 
and take them to the ward of the hospital. Halts on tliese occasions 
should not exceed 3 hour 40 minutes, allowing in this 30 minutes for the 
medical officer to look round the train and see that all is correct. 
I n  the Austrian Service rest stations (Kiurrken-Haltstufioio,lerr) arc 
established all along the line of rail. They are of two kinds, viz., rest 
stations with, and rest stations ~~ i thou t ,~n igh t  accommodation (Krankeii- 
halts fationen inif, and ~~?iltifieri-Hciltsfatio?ie?~ ohm Xachtr~die]. They arc 
equipped by the G.O.C. Lines of Communications, or by the >finistry of 
War, according as they are on tlie Lines of Communications or in the 
Home Territory. 
Rest stations without night accqmmodation arc intended to afford. 
temporary attention, food, and refreshment to sick passing through. 
They are established at  all points on the line of rail where rationing 
stations ( J.'rrk.iisfi~Iirz,n-SfafioNen) esist. Ca5es unable to bear further 
travelling may be detained. The  establishment consists of one medical 
officer and four to sis attendants. Civilians may be made y e  of. Rest 
stations with night accomniodation are posted 'at despatching stations 
(Abschribs-Sfnfiune?;) and at important points along the line of rail. They 
are, as their name implies, intended to afford more permanent shelter, 
etc., to parties of sick passing through. The following establishment is 
allowed, viz., one iiiedical oficer, 10 N.C.O.'s, and 15 men (including an 
instrument orderly and two cooks), and one oficer's servant, from the 
Sanitary Corps or from the Aid Society. Two such, equipped for 200 
men each, are allowed for each army corps on the Lines of Coniniunica- 
tions, apart from those in the Honic Territory. They have a definite and 
. fairly extensive equipment of - drugs, surgical appliances, and clothing, 
and estra cquipmcnt may bc procured on requisition. A station of this 
, kind should include a large kitchrn and refreshment and slceping rooms. 
The  cubic space allowed need not be more than 30 cubic feet per 11cad 
in view of the passing nature of the occupation. Special wards for men 
unable to proceed, and for infectious cases. should also be provided. Pre- 
viousnotice should alwa)ts be given these stations of the arrival of sick, 
so that the preparation may be made in advance. 
VOL. XLII. 2 N  
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888 CONTIfiENTAL .REGULATIONS EOR THE -TRkNSPbRT 0% 
The  Italians arrange, as a rule, that the party should bc fed-only at 
the  beginning and end of a day’s journey. When this cannot-be managed,. 
the medical officer in charge of the train should select some intermediatc 
station that suits the general arrangements, and inform by wirc the com- 
munications authorities and‘ the local commandant of his intention to 
feed the men there. He will request the latter to inform him by tvirc, 
at  some intermediate station whether or no his indent can bc complied 
with. Should this resource be unavailable, he may indent on any com- 
petent supply authority for an issue of reserve rations, or, in the last 
resort, purchase locally, using the imprest a t  the disposal of the train 
accountant for this purpose. 
As regards the transfer of patients, procedure in case of death, and .  
so onl the rulcs arc the same as in the case of permanent Hospital, 
Trains. 
The  documents are thc same for the two classes of trains, cxcept that 
in the German Service no formal nominal roll is sent with thc train, the 
patients not being looked on as forming a definite unit, as in the case of 
permanent Hospital Trains. 
In the German, Austrian, and Italian regulations, no special dircc- 
tions arc given for the disinfection of this class of train. 
Thc  French direct that ‘thc carriagcs should first be swept and 
sluiced with water, both inside and out. -They arc then either :-I.- If 
possible esposed to thc action of a jet of super-heated steam, or boiling 
water is sprayed’into them. The  corners arc to be specially attended to. 
This method should always be preferred to any other. 2. I n  the case 
of this being impossiblc, solution of chloride of zinc 3 per cent., carLolic 
acid 5 per cent., corrosive sublimate 1 per cent., or some .other dis- 
infectant fluid should bc used to thoroughly swab out the carriages. 
At the end of the. journey, in the German Service, as soon as all 
the patients have been handed over, the cntirc establishment returns 
without delay to the Sick Transport Conimittce ~vliich originally detailed 
it for the duty. All equipment rvhich needs cleaning accompanies it, thc 
dommandant being responsible for its custody. The  entire establishment 
will, as far as possible, be kept together as a separate unit, but the com- 
mittee m a j  detach any member or members of it, at discretion, for other 
work. 
I n  the French Service it is laid down that, with a view to 
acceleratini the return of the establishment and equipment to the 
advanced railway terminus (sfofiod fgfe d’ifojes de girerre), the patients ;J1 a 
train will, as far as possible, be despatched to one or, at  the most, two 
stations in the home territory. The  stations in question will be  selected 
by the P.RI.0. at the Distributing Station (gorepoirrf de rbpnrfifion).. The 
n#cier d’admiitisfrafiori accompanying the train is responsible for all 
equipment which should be sent on to the district depBt (gore de rcibemblc- 
nienf), and thence forwarded with the establishment as one unit to -the 
advanced r&lany terminus. 
T h e  Austrians give no special instructions. ,It is obvious, hoivever, 
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s k e  AND WOUNDED UY RAIL. 589 
that from the purely local nature of the train, the establishment and 
equipment ni&t return,to the command from which they started. 
In the Italian Service a Treno Affremfo, after having completed a 
journey, may at once proceed on a new trip, under the orders of the 
intendant, and on the recommendation of the PAI.0. of the Field Force. 
If not wanted immediately, the establishment comes under the orders of 
the communications authorities, and will as a rule be attached for duty to 
some hospital, a guard being detailed to look after the train and its 
equipment. A4 Thzo A/frcmfo once made up is a permanent unit, with 
a permanent equipment, but without a permanent establishment. Treni 
Prowisori -are on the completion of a journey broken up, the establish- 
ment rejoining its original post. 
ORDIKAKY TRAINS. 
The third class of train used for the transport of the sick and 
wounded comprises ordinary trains, used with or without previous pre- 
paration, or adaptation, either purely for such traflic or as mixed trains. 
(Germany, h7rankenziige ; France, Trains Oidinaires ; Austria, GmGhizliche 
Ziigt; Italy, Trcni Ordimri.) These trains are as a rule used only for such 
cases as are able to sit up ; in time of great stress, however, .they may be 
used for the carriage of serious cases over short distances. 
111 the German Service they arc made up of passenger carriages of 
the first three classes, if possible ; goods vans may, however, be used, 
straw palliasses being supplied for the sick to lie down on. These will 
be specially useful if fitted with si e attachments, through whict poles 
stretcher. Care is enjoined in using this method that the patients are so 
placed as to be able to shift their position if necessary. In this manner 
seven or eight,men may be placed in a single van. The Sick Transport 
Committee is responsible that these vans are properly fitted up, and for 
the general preparation of the train, as well as for the provision of such 
equipment as may be neccssaiy. The train is made up emcrgentlyfroni 
such rolling stock as may be at hand, but carriages once told off for this 
work may not be diverted to other objects till the journey is completed, 
When a long journey has to be made, the committee is responsible that 
a halt is made for the night at a station where the sick can detrain and 
get food, etc. ?'he station commandant is responsible for the necessary 
preparations being made at these stations. These rules may be taken as 
those followed in all Services, though in no other arc the directions 
given so complete. I t  is obvious that from the purely local and tem- 
porary nature of these trains, their working and running must rest with 
local authorities, and depend on local conditions, the general rules that 
govern the working of the more completely organised trains being kept 
in mind. 
The Germans allow two men of tlie Military Police to the train, and 
one attendant per carriage with an under-oflicer as commandant. These 
may be relieved during the journey, or accompany the train throughout, 
2 x 2  
may bc passed, so that the whole pdliasse 9 may be used as a temporary 
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690 CONTINENTAf. REGULATIONS, FOR TI€E TRANSPORT 0% 
+ medical officer should always superintend the entraining of the 
convoy, and medical officers should in addition be  detailed to meet the 
train at  every halt. Their chief function will be to remove such cases as 
seem unable to continue the journey. bkdical officers never accompany 
these trains, but the proportion of attendants may be varied at the 
discretion of the despatching authorities. In  the Austrian and Italian 
Services there is practically very little 'differencc between the working of 
these trains and of Kmnketrzrige or Trtwi Proovisoi-i, as the case may be. 
T h e  following remarks may be offered on the general subject 'of 
Hospital Trains :- 
. 
' 
. As regards permanent Hospital Trains. 
1. Size.-The German train has the great advantage of being the 
largest train. The  advantage lies firstly in the fact that 
one large train does not, as regards traffic arrangements, 
take up as much space on the line as two trains of half 
the size ; inasmuch as thc distance between any two trains, 
or the intervals of time at  which they are despatched, does 
not depend .on the size of the trains, escept in so far as 
this affects the time taken in loading. As a large train has 
a correspondingly large establishment, this influence is 
negligible. The  second advantage lies in thc fact that the 
specially fitted carriages, viz., those for the kitchen, medical 
oficers, etc., do not need to be multiplied in direct ratio to 
the size of the train. T1iedisadvantagesare:--a. Diminished 
speed. The  pace of military trains on thc Continent is, 
however, in any case so slow that this influence may be 
neglected, escept where the gradients are steep, which is 
the esception on tl?e central plain of Europc. This point 
would, however, bc one of considerable importance in 
India, where the steep gradients of the frontier lines, 
e g . ,  the Bolan, \vould very seriously limit the size of 
Hospital Trains. 6. The  difficulty of providing sufficiently 
lengthy platforms for entraining and dctraining. This, 
however, may be obviated by the erection of temporary 
platforms, or the use of ramps or gangways. 
r l rmr~~~~i~e i~ / . - l ' he  Germans, French, and Italians have their 
medical ollicers' carriage at the head of the  train, the 
Austrians place theirs in die centre. The  latter is in- 
dubitably the better plan, as the medical man is thus nearer 
to his patients, especially to the more serious cases, which 
should always bc placed towards the centre. The  kitcliens 
in the Gorman and French trains seem too far from the centrd 
of the train; this causes delay in serving food to the 
patients, and in the French train the.  position of the 
kitchen only three from the end of the train must expose 
it to much .oscillation, and thus impede the work of the 
cooks. 
2. 
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SICK AND WOUSDED BY RAIL. 591 
The main advantages of Permanent as compared with Iinprovised 
1. The continuous treatment and attention that can be given to 
2. The greater comfort of the sick in the matter of clothing, 
8. The possibility of running them through without halts for 
Hospital Trains arc :- 
the sick during the journey. 
bedding, etc. 
refreshment, or at night. 
Their disadvantages arc :- 
1. Espensc. 
2. The fact that they can jxactically only be used for the single 
journey from front to base, and must run empty or nearly 
so from basc to front. Thc Austrians indeed usc their 
permanent Hospital Trains for the transport of dry goods 
(other than medical stores) to the front, and also couplc on 
to them, when running empty, waggons containing warlike 
stores. This is a proceeding of very doubtful propriety. 
A permanent Hospital Train is a permancntly protected 
unit, and to use any portion of it for the carriage or haulagc 
of any but medical stores or patients, is to  infringe 
the neutrality of the entire unit. In  the casc of a 
successful raid being made on thc lines of the communica- 
tions, as happened so frequently in the American Civil 
War, any train so used would infallibly be destroyed as it 
stood. I t  can hardly be expected that the raiders, pressed 
as they would be for time, \vould stop to discriminate 
between lvaggons that carried medical and those that 
carried commissariat stores, once thcy realised that the Red 
Cross covered either indifferently. Any such even apparent 
tampering with the principles b f  the Geneva Convention is 
much to be deprccatetl. It may be notcti that the Indian 
Railways fall into thc same error, carria@ marked in a 
permanent manner with the Red Cross being used for the 
conveyance of troops. 
T h e  advantages of Improvised T r  aim * are :- 
1. Their cheapness. 
2. The readiness with which they can be made up and prepared. 
3. The  fact that after use for the carriage of sick from front 
to base they can be utilised for any class of traffic from base 
to front. 
Their main disadvantage lies in the fact that they must stop at 
certain places for the feeding and dressing of patients, and that therefore 
they can only run for a limited number of hours in thc twentyfour, and 
can only start at such times is will permit of their arriving at the proper 
rest stations at the proper times. This inconvenience might to  a certain 
extent be obviated by the prorisiop of 8 kitchen ivaggon to these trains. 
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It need not be  .elaborately fitted up ; a good sized kerosene or similar 
stove should suffice for the preparation of diets, and metal plates and 
utensils could be supplied for the use of ihe patients. The train noulcl 
still have to stop to feed the passengers, but the stops could be made at  
any convenient station or siding, and not only at the established rest 
stations. On the whole it may be said that ‘permanent Hospital Trains 
are admirable units for use on the rearward half or two-thirds of the 
Lines df Communications or in the Home Territory, but it  is very doubt- 
ful whether they could ever be much used at  the front, escept during 
armistices. The  espcriences of the Franco-German War are too one- 
sided to be of real value in this rcspect. 
T h e  following authorities may be mentioned :- 
franzijsischen Kricge.” 1872. 
erkrankter Iirieger.” 1883. 
18f0. 
Gmlran.-Hirschberg. a‘ Die Bayerischen Spitalziigc ini deutsch- 
Zur Nieden. “ Der Eisenbahntransport verwundeter und 
Virchom. I ‘  Die crstc Snnitfitszug des Berliner Hilfsvereines.” 
Austrinri.-Cron. Der Dienst bei einem k.u.k. Eisenbahn- 
l a  Die Thiitigkeit tier k.u.k. Schiffsanibulnnzcn und 
Sanitiitszugc.” 1896. 
Iiyrdacz. 
Wasscrfiihr. (‘Vier BIonate auf cinem Sanitiitszugc.” 18 i l .  
Ilisenbahn-SanitKtsziige im Jahre 1878-70.’’ 1880. 
Z+tncA.-RCdard. “ Transport des bless& par chemins de fer.” 
T h e  Germans, French, and Austrians give. instructions on these 
points in their Field BIcdical Regulations. T h e  Austrians publish also 
a‘  A’ortiinle fiir ~ i s e n b a ~ i i s a n i f ~ f s ~ i i , r r e  ” ; and the Italians have a special 
publication, the la Rego/atnrnfo pel frzsporfo ~112le fit-7-0zGe dei j k i f i  e nialafi 
ijt gireria,” of which the last edition is dated 18%. 
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ISDEX TO DIAGRAMS. 
Fig. 1. Suspension Apparatus, Hamburg System. 
Fig. 2. Grund's System. Longitudinal View. 
Fig. 3. DO DO. Cross Section of Carriage. 
Fig. 1. Stretcher as  used in Permanent Hospital Trains. 
Fig. 5. Stretcher as above, in ground plan, showing the attachment 
for widening bed ; used in three stretchers in each carriage. 
Side View. 
(From l i r i r~s -Sn~r i f~ f s -Ord? t r i~ i~ ,  lSSS, BI. 0 and 4.) 
DI.4GRAJI 11. FRESC11.'- 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 0. 
rlpjnteil A frois &ngcs, wi!h stretchers i r r  sifrr. 
I%ry-t\nieline System in cross section ; the numbers denote thc 
order in which the stretchers are loaded. 
DIAGRAM 111. ITALXAX.- 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. .The same. Inside view. 
Fig. 4. Bracket Suspension (Afottfnnte n mcr~soln), used in Permanent 
Fig. 5. - 'stretcher used in Permanent Hospital Trains (BnrelZa-Lpffr~r~o). 
Fig. 0. Side view of Suspension Apparatus used in Improvised Hospihl 
Trains, showing method of fastening supports .to \valls of 
carriage. 
1896.) 
'The illustrations of the French Systems arc from the R&$ermnt stir Zr scri4rc 
Iron hook (Grnj jn  nd t r a c h o ) ,  used for suspension in Improvised 
Sling used in In~prorised Hospital Trains, in fxe.. 
Hospital Trains. 
Hospital Trains. 
(From h?eplntneiito fie1 trasporfo siil/eferrozic deiferit i  c irinht i in prerrn. 
de snnt8 dc I'ntndc cn rnnrfnpre. 1893. 
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eotintnnt'i and 
storekeeper's 
duties ' 
2 Uniler-offieers 
2 Corpomls 
6 Lance Corporals 
15 Attendants for 
(4 
sick 
M'PESDIS A. 
ConiIhmtir-e statenient sllosina coniposition and arixngenicnt of Permanent Itoepital Trains in  
the various Arniics i- 
- _. 
(a)  
1 Bccoiintant 
1 Apotlierary , 
2 Senior Superin- 
teiiilents 
1 Superintendents, 
1st  cl. 
J 110. 2nd cl. 
21 Attendants for 
GERJIIY.  
Uammoe 
nizza& , 
3Iediral Officers 
Snlmril. Edali. 
Sirk Carriage 
no. 
no. 
I)& 
I)o. 
DO. 
I),>. 
h l .  
ProvLion Stor,, 
Kitcl~en 
Sick Carriagc 
Do. 
. Do. 
110. 
DU. 
Do. 
. 
~~ 
UU. 
Siirgery b; Dirpaisiiy 
Sick Carriage 
110. 
sick 
1 Cook 
1 Assistant Cook 
2 Kitchen Sqrinnts 
5 Officeis' Servants 
110. 
I h .  
DU. 
1)n. 
no. 
Do. 
I)'>. 
>. 
>* 
Fn~scir. 
naggage 
Uedical Officers 
Sirk Attendants 
Sick Carriage 
110. 
Do. 
Ilo. 
1)O. 
1)o. 
Do. 
1)n. 
Iiitclien 
Kltrlien Stores 
Provision Store 
2ti ??
2R 
ITALIAS. 
Dnggage 
Uedical and other 
Offieers 
A r e o u n t a n t  and 
Sirk Officers 
Sick Carriage 
110. 
1)o. 
Do. 
I)o. 
Do: ' 
Do. 
Dispenwy and I'm- 
vi<ioii Store 
1;itcIlen 
Sick Carri:gc 
DO. 
DU. 
Do. 
I)O. 
no. 
I)n. 
Officers' Servants 
SIlnre Sick Carriage 
Store Waggoii 
Baggage 
T h e  n l o w  is cnlcii- 
I.ited at L rate of 
liftrcn patients 
per carriage ; the 
rewelation rnerelr 
la&\own one tiah 
of the sick car- 
riages in frnnt of 
t 11 e clispencary 
ancl the reniainder 
Idrin4 the kit- 
chen. 
Dn gage 
sic$ carriage 
1 DO. 
Do. 
Do. 
1111. 
Do. 
IIediraI Officers . 
I'rnvision Store 
Gitclren \Vagpn 
Siilnnlinate Ltnlc  
lislinient 
Sick Cnrriage 
DO. 
DO. 
DO. 
DO. 
DO. 
1111. 
jtorc Waggun 
!I 
?2 
?3 
APPESDIS D. 
Cornparatire Statement showing Establislinicnt of Permanent IIospital Trains. 
3Iediml Offirers 
Other Officers 
and Offirials 
SuLorrlinatc 
Establishment 
1 Arcountant 
ld  lloapital Assist- 
16 Attendanto for 
allts ( ( I )  
sick (L) 
1 Pliannnrien 
.\itle-major 
1 Oflicicrtl'Arlniin- 
idration 
2 Uniler-Oflicers 
3 Corporals 
23 Xttenibnts for 
sick (c) 
1 Meliraiiieiitrn 1 I1ircTtor 
Awessist, for 1 Chapl~in 
tliswibary, ac- I 1 Hilitnrr Deleantc 
REJIdRIia: a) Preferably a captain. 
Lj One of each of these c l aws  for duty in the kitchen. 
:) Includin- ~ i i r  clerk and rooks. 
ct) IncIu<linz two instrument oK1erlies (iipprat-leutp), tu-o cooks, and on: assistan! 1 . compounder: .. 
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